On the road to Mandalay
By David Milborrow

Foreword by Steve Rogers - March 2013
David Milborrow has recently taken the opportunity to visit present day Myanmar more commonly known as
Burma to those of us in UK. The country is going through a period of change and beginning to open doors
to visitors so before being ‘spoilt’ by mass tourism David wanted to visit and take the opportunity to
photograph Rangoon memorial in total and update any cemetery images en route. What follows is his
Journal for the few days spent there.
Day 1 - As we took off from Bangkok International Airport, destination Rangoon, I realised that my trip had
really begun. Somehow breakfast had been only 3 or 4 hours previously, but afternoon high tea was now
being served, and the sun was setting.
The overnight flight from London Heathrow can pass without description – however good the service is,
travelling economy overnight tends to be squashed and uncomfortable, to be endured more than enjoyed.
Waiting at the boarding gate for the Rangoon flight, I was befriended by a young Burmese furniture
manufacturer who was keen to give me the low-down on the speed with which his country was being
transformed. Politically there were many references to 'the lady'; economically atm's and places to pay by
credit card were appearing fast – perhaps necessarily when a Rangoon hotel which 2 years previously was
maybe $50 a night was today costing $350 (mine would be considerably less!). When he pulled out his 3G
phone to show me some photographs I realised that Derek's advice to take my phone with me was better
than the FCO's website, which had said 'Don't bother.'
It was dark again by the time we arrived in
Rangoon, as it had been when I left Heathrow.
However, the latter had been around 4 deg C Rangoon was still 24!
My promised guide and taxi driver evaporated in
the queues for passport control and immigration,
though he did meet me to pass on his contact
details in case I got stuck at all. My luggage, never
a sure thing for transit passengers, arrived safely
though hanging open, and after winning the
usual(?) Asian taxi driver versus airport arrivals
scrum, I was duly deposited at my hotel.
Day 2 -The next morning dawned heavily overcast
but sultry.
The 15 miles from Rangoon to the cemetery was full of traffic and diesel smoke. In a passing thought, I
wondered if it had been a mistake to omit carrying heavier winter clothing. The warm and generous
welcome by the Commission staff meant a slow start to the photography.

It slowed further when my lens steamed up after just 50 minutes’ use! It was even more humid than I had
realised. Thankfully, I had learned my lesson in a sandstorm at Knightsbridge Cemetery in Libya three
years earlier and I was carrying a good backup stock - unless each lens was only going to last 50
minutes... That particular predicament ended, but speed was reduced further, as the sun arrived and the
temperature rose. My conscience was pricking (as was the sun burning the back of my neck) as I was still
avoiding the Monument. Steve's prime reason for asking if I was going to Burma was for me to retake the
Monument and I was avoiding the issue. The Commission staff suggestion that I should wait until the sun
was directly on the Monument was a good excuse as the 112 panels are both narrow and extremely high!
But the sun was casting a strong shadow across many of the panels, so that was another mistake.
We (I) avoided the issue by leaving mid morning to go out and to buy my
coach ticket for Moulmein (recommended as being more interesting than 10
or 12 hours on an aged train from British Empire days). During the short trip
- and the inevitable lunch - the outside temp rose from 29 deg to 36. Not
promising. In the end a compromise was reached – abandon the Monument
for today and start earlier (still) - by forfeiting breakfast - the following day.
So the remainder of the day was spent in the uncomfortable heat obtaining
around 3,700 images – around two thirds of the total graves, plus 2
additional small memorials. It was interesting to note 7 VC's and a GC in this
one cemetery; also the Canadian crew of a Dakota who were only removed
from their crash site and re-interred here in 1996.
Day 3 - Dawn had just about arrived when I returned a few hours later. An
attempt to use a ladder and human assistance to achieve reasonable
images was soon abandoned and I started again solo on the Monument.
I decided that images taken at the highest resolution
with both feet firmly on the ground provided a more
consistent result than hanging at a strange angle from
a ladder. Hopefully, this would give Steve a better
chance of achieving something magical with his imageenhancing software. Hoping to offset the detrimental
effects of the strong sun's shadow I photographed the
Monument a second time before I left the Cemetery,
having completed the remainder of the graves.
Dropping into the delightful little Rangoon War
Cemetery, confusingly not the home of the Rangoon
War Memorial, I ended the day with my images and
some aching muscles.
Somehow during the day I had collected some 6,000 images, comprising the remainder of Taukkyan
Cemetery, the Rangoon Monument (twice) and the 1,300 graves in Rangoon War Cemetery.

A short wander from the hotel in the evening revealed the following;
 Rangoon's pavements comprise either loose concrete slabs or steel sheets; either way to attempt
window shopping would be painful if not fatal:
 under these sheets lurk significantly heavy duty power cables (and possibly much besides):
 because the streets are so poorly lit, stopping to look in a window produces too much dazzle to
then be able to see what's underfoot:
 there's nothing worth seeing in the aforesaid windows.
It was a short walk to learn so many lessons.
Tomorrow it's down south for my final
Cemetery. The Express bus ticket for the 200
mile trip cost the equivalent of 7 litres of
petrol, or 3 pints of local beer from a minimarket; no wonder Easterners find the West
somewhat confusing, and vice versa.
Day 4 - There is a sense of the bizarre sitting
on an air-conditioned coach, tapping away
on a laptop while passing straw huts on stilts
above the water at the roadside, with two
barefoot Buddhist monks sitting in the row of
seats in front. When a mobile phone rang, I
did wonder for an instant if it were theirs...
Perhaps this is an instance of where the
Middle Ages meets modern society, or East
meeting West?
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lessons
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families pile out to go and participate.
Crocodiles of monks meander past with
their fans, and processions follow
dragons and drums celebrating Chinese
New Year. If only the video on the
coach TV screen of the discordant
musical comic would come to an end....
A small sense of satisfaction was
achieved towards the end of the journey
when a different mobile ringtone
sounded – and one of the monks in
front produced his HTC android, with
the various display screens beautifully
produced in Burmese script..
Why does that blank look from a hotel receptionist always bring such a cold clutch of fear to one's heart
when one attempts to check in at a fresh hotel? The bus trip had gone well and the 'transfer' in the back of
a motor cycle rickshaw had been survived, despite the fact that there was no 'stop' at the rear of the
pavement facing seat to stop one just sliding out at the back (should one hold onto luggage or framework
when the bike accelerates?). But the lack of any welcoming smiles at the hotel told its own story – no
record of reservation, despite prepayment via an agent nearly 3 months previously. 'One night only' was
offered – no use to me who had scheduled a 3 day stay and expected to be off early for Thanbyuzayat.
Was there a convention in town which meant all rooms had been resold to the highest bidders?
Thankfully another hotel was contacted and a room booked, though it meant paying again until the
Malaysian agent could be contacted.

There are times when a promise of a bed is worth more than money! And it was cheaper – and closer to
the bus station! Subsequently I was taken - the rearmost of 3 adults on a modest motorbike – back to the
bus station to book my seat for the morning. More dire threats (echoing those I had received in
Rangoon) about how early was the last bus back to Moulmein in the afternoon, but tomorrow was
another day. A crazy end to an unusual day – every table in the hotel restaurant has a bar across the
legs, which means everyone sits sideways on – perhaps it's an old Burmese custom?
Day 5 - Today began with my third motorbike
ride in 45 years – and my third in 2 days.
Thankfully the bus station is not far from the
hotel, and unlike the previous day I was the
driver's only passenger. The bus, when it finally
came, was everything a Western tourist seeking
an Eastern experience could have asked for –
everything and everyone was travelling except a
cage of chickens on the roof. the special
Western guest had a reserved seat – indicated
very vociferously after he had sat at the only
apparently free seat – directly under the drinking
water urn, which was dispensing freely without
the need to use the tap.
We seemed to have most of the deliveries for most of the street vendors' stalls all the way to
Thanbyuzayat, and they apparently had good trade – fruit, vegetables, and crates and sacks of unknown
items were on board. We stopped many, many times after leaving the bus station - the driver seemed not
to recognise 'full up'. His passengers just kept coming. We literally struggled up modest inclines in first
gear, and a severe sideways motion occurring above maybe 30 mph indicated that the suspension was
perhaps less than perfect. One passenger with good English told me she was a primary school teacher (I
should have realised – the teachers wear the same uniform as the pupils). The bus was full of – I supposed
– her colleagues, and when she told me she was one of 89 in her school, I assumed they were all on my
bus. Yet at her school stop only 4 alighted. A guy getting on with a couple of goats at this stage would not
have surprised me. We weren't just full, we weren't just packed – I guess the English language doesn't
need to have a word to describe our bus. There were very few grab handles – standing passengers just
tried to press the flat of their hands against the roof.
Then more got on, and even that wasn't necessary. Everyone had to
remain just good friends – it's so nice when it's all done with warm
smiles and good grace.
The problem then became how to find, and then extricate, the next
street trader's delivery. Two and a half hours passed quickly. We
arrived at Thanbyuzayat, but then suddenly there was no-one around
who understood 'War Cemetery', and no way was that bus leaving me
anywhere else. Alighting, I found a motorcycle taxi who did understand,
and was willing to explain my need to the assembled company and
press me back into my seat for a final mile.
A warm welcome, as usual, awaited me at the Cemetery; nothing was
too much trouble . Are overseas Commission staff recruited for their
diplomacy and hospitality? It became a painful 3,600 images; the
temperature was as high as ever, and the site just seemed neverending. But it was a very sobering thought to realise that ALL the
graves, with the exception of just a few post War casualties, were the
victims of the Japanese as POW's; to put it another way, none of the
3,700 plus in this cemetery had died in actual battle.
And these were the casualties found along the northern part of the track – less than 25% of the total
casualties. I was shown the original Cross of Sacrifice, constructed after the War from sleepers of the
Burma Railway and now preserved in the entrance gateway.

